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Background
Julian Steward was born in Washington, D.C., the second child of the
chief of the Board of Examiners of the US.Patent Office.
As a freshman at the University of California in 1921, he took an
introductory course in anthropology taught by Alfred Kmeber, Robert
Lowie, and Edward Winslow Gifford. The next year he transferred to Cornell, where he got his B.A. The president of Cornell, Livingston Farrand,
himselfan anthropologist, advised him to return to California. He did so,
and at Berkeley Steward and his fellow students (including William Duncan Strong, Lloyd Warner, and Ralph Beals) gained a concern for the role
of physical environment in culture from Carl Sauer of the geography
department.
Steward spent his summers in archaeological and ethnographic
studies along the Columbia River and in the Owens Valley. During this
period he discovered the Eastern Mono practice of systematically irrigating wild seed plants and tubers, even though they did no planting or cultivation.
During 1929 hifcompiled a description and trait analysis of petmglyphs in California, Njvada, Utah, Arizona, and Lower California. His
analysis uncovered indications of chronology and function, but the tedious work discouraged further interest in the culture trait approach. The
same year he finished his doctorate with a dissertation entitled The
Ceremonial Buffoon of the American Indian (published in 1931).
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Steward spent the years of the Great Depression at the universities
of Michigan, Utah, and California. He worked primarily on Great Basin
archaeology, especiallycave sites on the ancient terraces of the Great Salt
Lake Region.
In 1934, he married Jane Cannon, and they began two years of ethnographic research on Shoshonean cultures. This work resulted in a large
monograph, Basin-Plateau Aboqinal Sociopolitical Goups (1938), two
large inventories of localized cultural detail, and a number of papers.
In 1935, when Steward was appointed Associate Anthropologist in
the Bureau of American Ethnology, he had a chance to widen his sphere
of work. He did applied anthropology under John Collier, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and field work in highland Ecuador and Peru and
among the Carrier Indians of British Columbia.
In 1936, in The Economic and Social Basis of Primitive Bands, he
compared the ecology, population density, band size, and marriage rules
of hunting and gathering societies as foundation for a theory of primary
social organization.
In 1940,Steward summarized one phase of his work in "Native Cultures of the Intermontane (Great Basin) Area"and began his comprehensive survey of South American Indian cultures. A by-product was the
formation of the Inter-American Society of Anthropology and Geography, with a journal, Acta Americana. He set up, and became the first director of, the Institute of Social Anthropology, established within the
Smithsonian Institution to teach in Mexico, Peru, Brazil, and Colombia
and to conduct field research on practical aspects of contemporary Latin
American cultures.
In 1946, after the Handbook of South American Indians was completed and the institute had been turned over to a new director, Steward
took a professorship at Columbia University In 1947 he and a number of
collaborators began a project on Puerto Rico, the final report fbr which
appeared in 1956. An offshoot of this study was his book Area Research:
Theory and Practice (1950).
Between 1952 (when he became research professcir at the University of Illinois) and 1959 he wrote up and edited a large backlog, an important collection of works: Tkory of Culture Change (1955), The Peogk of
Puetto Rico (1956), and Nadve Peopks of South America (1959 with Louis
Famn). During this period he also edited the symposia Irrigation Civilizations (1955) and Perspectives on Phntations (1957).
A Ford grant in 1956 allowed Steward to begin a new research program on crosscultural regularities, in which he described and analyzed the
cultutally leveling and differentiating consequences of industrialization
and urbanization on a variety of societies-in northwestern Mexico, the
central Andes, West Africa, East Africa, Indonesia, and Japan. In 1957
came the start of extensive field work by a team of anthropologists,
including Stanley ~ g m o n din Nigeria, Edward Winter and Thomas
Beidelman in Tanganyip, Robert Manners in Kenya, Frederic Lehman in
Burma, Richard Downs in Malaya, Toshinao Yoneyama in Japan, Charles
Erasmus in Mexico, and Sol Miller and Louis Faron in Peru. Steward and
his wife spent 1957-1958 visiting the teams operating in Tanganyika,
Kenya, Malaya, and Japan.
In 1959 Steward was appointed as one of the five members of the
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University of Illinois Center for Advanced Study. With Oscar Lewis and
John McGregor, he helped set up the independent Department of
Anthropology at that school. He remained at the University of Illinois
until his death early in 1972 of a circulatory ailment.

Steward worked in an era, and on a set of problems, that presented him
with a difficult contradiction: the fascination of anthropologists had
turned almost totally from culture to cultures, and the pendulum away
from evolution had swung as far as it would go. Steward's problem was
to find an acceptable view of evolution without removing the "sWfrom
culture^.^ This problem made Steward unconventional in evolutionary
theory.
Steward's emphasis on ecology, cultural types, and multilinear wolution gave the anthropology of the 1930s and 1940s a viable alternative
to the "traditional" approaches to cultural evolution. Unlike the classical
wolutionists, Steward's work stresses the individuality of different cultures. He claims that the whole of human experience can never be
reduced to a few distinct stages of cultural development.
"Multilinear evolution: as Steward called his approach, does not
maintain that universal stages of development exist. It is a methodology
concerned with regularity in social change, the goal of which is to
develop cultural laws empirically.
Multilinear evolution is organized around parallel patterns of
development, which are regarded as cultural types. The types have crosscultural validity and show the following characteristics: (1) they are made
UD of selected cultural elements rather than cultures as wholes: (2) these
c;ltural elements must be selected in relationship to a problem a i d to a
frame of reference; and (3) the cultural elements that are selected must
have the same functional relationships in every culture fitting the type.
Some known cultural types are feudalism, Oriental despoqsm, and the
patrilineal band.
The patrilineal band was first recognized as a cultural type by Steward himself. It has the following selected elements: (1) patrilineality,
(2) patrilocality, (3)exogamy, (4) land ownership, and (5)a certain type of
lineage composition. These selected cultural elements are, according to
Steward, crossculturally recurrent. They are to be found in the Bushmen
of South Africa, the Australians, the Tasmanians, some Shoshonean
groups, and a variety of other cultures.
The cultural core that is basic to the patrilineal band as a type is
a result of environmental adaptation. Uniformity of the type results from
similar exploitation of the environment by all these groups. The number
of cultural types may b g u g e , and it cannot be organized in broad evolutionary categories.
Cultural types, thek, came about as cultural adaptations to the
environment, each representing a level of sociocultural integration.
Man's adaptation to his environment, however, is different from that of
other living organisms. Man adapts much more rapidly through his culture, which is a superorganic entity, than he does through his organism.
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Steward's concepts of cultural adaptation are theoretically impor.
tant in that they break the circular argument that only culture can
explain culture, which in a sense remains true. The key to the adaptation
of a culture is its technology; the method of cultural ecology developed
by Steward stresses technology. The method of cultural ecology has three
aspects: (1)the analysis of the methods of production in the environment
must be analyzed, and (2) the pattern of human behavior that is part of
these methods must be analyzed In order to (3)understand the relation.
ship of production techniques to the other elements of the culture. However, Stewad does emphasize that the extent to which productive
activities influence a culture is always atr empirical problem.
Julian Steward has had a powerful impact, both on evolutionary
thinking and on ecological approaches to society

20. The Concept and Method of
Cultural Ecology
-

Objectives in Ecological Studies
At the risk of adding further confusion to an already obscure term,
this chapter undertakes to develop the concept of ecology in relation to human
beings as an heuristic device for understanding the effectof envimnment upon
culture. In order to distinguish the present purpose and ~ e t h o dfrom those
implied in the concepts of biological, human, and social ecology, the term c d
turd ecology is used. Since cultural ecology is not generally understood, it is
necessary to begin by showing wherein it differs from the other concepts of ecology and then to demonstrate how it must supplement the usual historical
approach of anthropology in order to determine the creative processes involved in the adaptation of culture to its environment.
The principal meaning of ecology Is "adaptation to environment."
Since the time of Darwin, envimnment has been conceived as the total web
of life wherein all plant and animal species intetact with one another and with
physical features in a particular unit of territory. According to Webster,' the
biological meaning of e w e is "the mutual rrlations between oganisms and
their environment."The concept of adaptive interaction is used to explain the
origin of new genotypes in A h i o n ; to explain phenotypiml variations; and
to describe the web of life itself in terms of competition, succession, dimaxes,
gradients, and other auxiliary concepts.
Reprinted from JulianSteward, T h c q of Culnm Chrmgc Wrbana, Ill.: University of llllnois Pmss, 19551,
p p 30-42, by permission of the publisher.
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Although initially employed with reference to biotic assemblages,
the concept of ecology has naturally been extended to include human beings
since they are part of the web of life in most parts of the world. Man enters the
ecological scene, however, not merely as another organism which is related to
other organisms in terms of his physical characteristics. He introduces the
super-organicfactor of culture, which also affects and is affected by the total web
of life. What to do about this cultural factor in ecological studies has raised
many methodological difficulties, as most human and social ecologists have
recognized (Alihan 1938). The principal difficulty lies in the lack of clarity as
to the purpose of using the concept of ecology. The interaction of physical, biological, and cultural features within a locale or unit of territoty is usually the
ultimate objective of study. Human or social ecology is regarded as a subdiscipline of its own right and not as means to some further scientific end. Essentially descriptive, the analysis lacks the clear objectives of biology, which has
used ecology heuristically to explain several kinds of biological phenomena. If
human or social ecology is considered an operational tool rather than an end
in itself, two quite different objectives are suggested: first, an understanding of
the organic functions and genetic variations of man as a purely biological species; second, a determination of how cultute is affected by its adaptation to
environment. Each requires its own concepts and methods.
The first, or biological objective, involves several somewhat different problems, all of which, however, must view man in the web of life. Since
man is a domesticated animal, he is affected physically by all his cultural activities. The evolution of the Hominidae is closely related to the emergence of cultute, while the appearance of Homo sagiens is probably more the result of
cultural causes than of physical causes. The use of tools, fire, shelter, clothing,
new foods, and other material adjuncts of existence was obviously important
in evolution, but social customs should not be overlooked. Social groups as
determined by marriage customs as well as by economic activities in particular
environments have undoubtedly been crucial in the differentiations of local
populations and may wen have contributed to the emetgense of varieties and
subraces of men.
The problem of explaining man's cultural behavior is of a different
order than that of explaining his biological evolution. Cultural patterns are not
genetically derived and, therefore, cannot be analyzed in the same way as
organic features. Although social ecologists are paying more and more attention to culture in their enquiries, an explanation of culture per se has not, so
far as I can see, become their major objective. Culture has merely acquired
greater emphasis as one of many features of the local web of life, and the tools
of
analysis are still predominantly borrowed from biology. Since of the principal
-concepts
of biological ecology is the community-the assemblage of plants and
animals which interact wiph3n a locality-social or human ecology emphasizes
the human community as th unit of study. But "community" is a very general
and meaningless abstraction. If it is conceived in cultural terms, it may have
many different characteristics depending upon the purpose for which it is
defined.The tendency, however, has been to conceive of human and biological
communities in terms of the biological concepts of competition, succession,

r
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territorial organization, migration, gradients, and the like. All of these derived
fundamentally from the fact that underlying biological ecology is a relentless
and raw struggle for existence both within and between species-a competition
which is ultimately determined by the genetic potentials for adaptation and
survival in particular biotic-environmentalsituations. Biological co-operation,
such as in many forms of symbiosis, is strictlyauxiliary to survival of the species.
Human beings do not react to the web of life solely through their
genetically derived organic equipment. Culture, rather than genetic potential
for adaptation, accommodation, and survival, explains the nature of human
societies. Moreover, the web of life of any local human society may extend far
beyond the immediate physical environment and biotic assemblage. In states,
nations, and empires, the nature of the local group is determined by these larger
institutions no less than by its local adaptations. Competition of one sort or
another may be present, but it is always culturally determined and as often as
not co-operation rather than competition may be prescribed. If, therefore, the
nature of human communities is the objective of analysis, explanations will be
found through use of cultural historical concepts and methods rather than biological concepts, although, as we shall show, historical methods alone are
insufficient.
Many writers on social or human ecology have sensed the need to
distinguish between biological and cultural phenomena and methods, but they
have not yet drawn clear distinctions. Thus, Hollingshead recognizes a difference between an "ecological oder [which] is primarily rooted in competitionw
and "social organization [which]has evolved out of communication*(Hollingshead 1940; Adams 1935). This attempt to conceptualize competition as a category wholly distinct fmm other aspects of culturally determined behavior is, of
course, artificial. Bates (1953), a human biologist, recognizes the importance of
culture in determining the nature of communities, but he does not make clear
whether he would use human ecology to explain the range of mads biological
adaptation under environmental-culturalsituations or whether he is interested
in mads culture. The so-called Chicago school of Park, B~irgess,and their fol*
lowers were also primarily interested in communities of human beings, especially urban communities. Their methodology as applied to Chicago and other
cities treats the components of each as if they were genetically determined spe+
cies. In analyzing the zoning of a modern city, such categories as retail businesses, wholesale houses, manufacturing firms, and residences of various kinds,
and even such additional features as ratk of delinquency, are considered as if
each were a biological species in competition with one another for zones within
the urban area. Such studies are extremely enlightening as descriptive analysis.
of spacial distributions of kinds of activities within a modern Eum-American
city. They do not, howeve~,necessarily throw any light on world-wide ecological urban adaptations, fdF'i: other cultures and periods city zoning followed
very different culturally prescribed principles. For example, most of the cities of
ancient civilizations were rather carefully planned by a central authority for
defensive, administrative, and religious functions. Free enterprise, which might
have allowed competition for zones between the institutions and subsocieties
arising from these functions, was precluded by the culture.
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A fundamental scientific problem is involved in these different
eanings attached to ecology. Is the objective to find universal laws or prosses, or is it to explain special phenomena? In biology, the law of evolution
nd the auxiliary principles of ecology are applicable to all webs of life regardless the species and physical environments involved. In social science studies, there is a similar effort to discover universal processes of cultural change.
- B U such
~
processes cannot be conceptualized in biological terms. The social science
of explaining the origin of unlike behavior patterns found among
different societies of the human species is very different from the problems of
biological evolution. Analyzing environmental adaptations to show how new
cultural patterns arise is a very different matter than seeking universal similarities in such adaptation. Until the processes of cultural ecology are understood
in the many particulars exemplified by different cultures in different parts of the
world a formulation of universal processes will be impossible.
Hawley, who has given the most recent and comprehensive statement of social ecology (Hawley 1950) takes cultural phenomena into account
far more than his predecessors. He states that man reacts to the web of life as
a cultural animal rather than as a biological species. "Each acquisition of a new
technique or a new use for an old technique, regardless of the source of its origin, alters man's relations with the organisms about him and changes his position in the biotic community!' But, preoccupied with the totality of
phenomena within the locale and apparently with a search for universal relationships, Hawley makes the local community the focus of interest (Hawley
1950:68). The kinds of generalizations which might be found are indicated by
the statement: "If we had sufficient knowledge of a preliterate peoples to enable
us to compare the structure of residence groups arranged in order of size from
smallest to largest, we should undoubtedly observe the same phenomena-each
increment in size is accompanied by an advance in the complexity of organization" (Hawley 1950:197). This is the kind of self-evident generalization made
by the unilinear evolutionists: cultural progress is manifest in increasing populations, internal specialization, over-all state controls, and othsr general features.
Hawiey is uncertain in his position regarding the effect of environmental adaptations on culture. He states: "The weight of evidence forces the
' conclusion that the physical environment exerts but a permissive and limiting
effect" (Hawley 1950:90), but he also says that "each habitat not only permits
but to a certain extent necessitates a distinctive mode of lifen (Hawley
1950:190). The first statement closely conforms with the widely accepted
anthropological position that historical factors are more important than
environmental factors, which may be permissive or prohibitive of culture
change but are never causative. The second is nearer to the thesis of this paper
that cultural ecological adaptations constitute creative processes.
P

a
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Culture, History, and Environment
While the human and social ecologists have seemingly sought
universal ecological principles and relegated culture in its local varieties to a

secondary place, anthropologistshave been so preoccupied with culture and its
history that they have accorded environment only a negligible role. Owing in
part to reaction against the "environmental determinists: such as Huntington
and Semple, and in part to cumulative evidence that any culture increases in
complexity to a large extent because of diffused practices, the orthodox view
now holds that history, mthet than adaptive processes, explains culture. Since
historical "explanations"of culture employ the culture area concept, there is an
apparent contradiction. The culture area is a construct of behavioral uniformities which occur within an area of environmental uniformities. It is assumed
that cultural and natural areas are generally coterminous because the culture
represents an adjustment to the particular environment. It is assumed further,
however, that various different patterns may exist in any natural area and that
unlike cultures may exist in similar environments.
The cultural-historical approach is, however, also one of relativism.
Since cultural differences are not directly attributable to environmental differences and most certainly not to organic or racial differences, they are'merely
said to represent divergences in culturil history, to reflect tendencies of societies
to develop in unlike ways.Such tendencies are not explained. A distinctive pattern develops, it is said, and henceforth is the primary determinant of whether
innovations are accepted. Environment Is relegated to a purely secondary and
passive rule. It is considered prohibitive or permissive, but not creative. It allows
man to carry on some kinds of activities and it prevents othets. The origins of
these activities are pushed back to a remote point in time or space, but they are
not explained. This view has been best expressed by Forde, who writes:
Neither the world distributions of the various economies, nor their
development and relative importance among the particular peoples, can
be regarded as simple functions of physical conditions and natural
resources. Between the physical environment and human activity there
is always a middle term, a collection of specificobjectives and values, a
body of knowledge and belief: in other words, a cultural pattern. That the
culture itself Is not static, that it is adaptable and modifiable in relation
to physical conditions, must not be allowed to obscure t h fact that adaptation proceeds by discoveries and inventions which are themselves in no
sense inevitable and which are, in any individual community, nearly all
of them acquisitions or impositions fmm without. The peoples of whole
continents have failed to make discoveries that might at first blush seem
obvious. Equally important are the restrictions placed by social patterns
and religious concepts on the utilization of certain resources or on adaptap
tions to physical conditions (Forde 1949:463).
The habitat at one and the same time circumscribes and affords scope for
cultural development in relation to the presxisting equipment and tendency of a particular society, and to any new concepts and equipment
u t 1949:464).
that may reach it f r ~ ~ w i t h o(Forde
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But if geographical determinism fails to account for the existence and distribution of economies, economic determinism is equally inadequate in
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accounting for the social and political organizations, the religious beliefs
and the psychological attitudes which may be found in the cultures based
on those economies. Indeed, the economy may owe as much to the social
and ritual pattern as does the character of society to the economy. The
possession of particular methods of hunting or cultivating, of certain culs domestic animals. in no wise defines the Dattern of socitivated ~ l a n tor
ety. Again, there is interaction and on a new plane. As physical
conditions may limit the possibilities of the economy, so the economy
may in turn be a limiting or stimulating factor in relation to the size, densitv and stabilitv of human settlement. and to the social and ~olitical
unit. But it is only one such factor, and advantage may not be taken of
the opportunities it affords. The tenure and transmission of land and
other property, the development and relations of social classes, the nature
of government, the religious and ceremonial life-all these are parts of a
social superstructure, the development of which is conditioned not only
by the foundations of habitat and economy, but by complex interactions
within its own fabric and by external contacts, often largely indifferent to
both the physical background and to the basic economy alike (Forde

1949:465).

Cultural Ecology
Cultural ecology differs from human and social ecology in seeking
to explain the origin of particular cultural features and patterns which characterize differentareas rather than to derive general principles applicable to any
cultural-environmental situation. It differs from the relativistic and neoevolutionist conceptions of culture history in that it introduces the local environment as the extracultural factor in the fruitless assumption that culture
comes from culture. Thus, cultural ecology presents both a problem and a
method. The problem is to ascertain whether the adjustments of human societies to their environments require particular modes of behavior or whether they
permit latitude for a certain range of possible behavior patterns. Phrased in this
way, the problem also distinguishes cultural ecology fmmcl(environmentaldeterminism* and its related theory "economic determinism" which are generally
understood to contain their conclusions within the problem.
The problem of cultural ecology must be further qualified, however,
through use of a supplementary conception of culture. According to the holistic
view, all aspects of culture are functionally interdependent upon one another.
The degree and kind of interdependency,however, are not the same with all features. Elsewhere, I have offered the concept of cuhrd core-the constellation
of features which are most closely related to subsistence activities and economic arrangements. The core includes such social, political, and religious patterns as are empiricaliy determined to be closely connected with these
arrangements. Innumerab e other features may have great potential variability
because they are less strongly tied to the core. These latter, or secondary features, are determined to a greater extent by purely cultural-historicalfactors- by
random innovations or by diffusion-and they give the appearance of outward
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distinctiveness to cultures with similar cores. Cultural ecology pays primary
attention to those features which empirical analysis shows to be most closely
involved in the utilization of environment in culturally prescribed ways,
The expression "culturally prescribed waysnmust be taken with caution, for its anthropological usage is frequently "loaded." The normative concept, which views culture as a system of mutually reinforcing practices backed
by a set of attitudes and values, seems to regard all human behavior as so completely determined by culture that environmental adaptations have no effect.
It considers that the entire pattern of technology, land use, land tenure, and
social features derive entirely from cultute. Classical illustrations of the primacy
of cultural attitudes over common sense are that the Chinese do not drink milk
nor the Eskimo eat seals in summer.
Cultures do, of course, tend to perpetuate themselves, and change
may be slow for such reasons as those cited. But over the millennia cultures in
different environments have changed tremendously, and these changes are basically traceable to new adaptations required by changing technology and
productive arrangements. Despite occasional cultural barriers, the useful arts
have spread extremely widely, and the instances in which they have no1 been
accepted because of pre-existing cultural patterns are insignificant. In preagricultural times, which comprised perhaps 99 per cent of cultural history,
technical devices for hunting, gathering, and fishing seem to have diffused
largely to the limits of their usefulness. Clubs, spears, traps, bows, fire, containers, nets, and many other cultural features spread across many areas, and
some of them throughout the world. Later, domesticated plants and animals
also spread very rapidly within their environmental limits, being stopped only
by fotmidable ocean barriers.
Whether or not new technologies are valuable is, however, a function of the society's culturat level as well as of environmental potentials. All
pre-agricultural societies found hunting and gathering techniques useful.
Within the geographical limits of herding and firming, these techniques were
adopted. Mote advanced techniques, such as metallurgy, were acceptable only
if certain pre-conditions, such as stable population, leisure time, and internal
specialization were ptesent. These conditions could develop only tiom the cul+
.
tural ecological adaptations of an agricultural society.
The concept of cultural ecology, however, is less concerned with the
origin and diffusion of technologies than with the fact that they may be used
differently and entail different social ananiements in each environment. The
environment is not only permissive or prohibitive with respect to these tech-,
nologies, but special local features may require social adaptations which have Far-reaching consequences. Thus, societies equipped with bows, spears, sur.
rounds, chutes, brush-burning, deadfalls, pitfalls, and other hunting devices
may differ among themselves because of the nature of the terrain and fauna. If
the principal game exists in large herds, such as herds of bison or caribou, there
is advantage in co-operative hunting, and considerablenumbers of peoples may
remain together throughout the~4ear. If, however, the game is nonmigratory, occurring in small and s c a t t e d groups, it is better hunted by small groups
In each case, the cultural repertorv
of men who know their territory well.
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of hunting devices may be about the same, but in the first case the society will
of multifamily or multilineage groups, as among the Athabaskans and
Algonkians of Canada and probably the pre-horse Plains bison hunters, and in
the second case it will probably consist of localized patrilineal lineages or
bands, as among the Bushmen, Congo Negritoes, Australians, Tasmanians,
Fuegians, and others. These latter groups consisting of patrilineal bands are
similar,as a matter of fact, not because their total environments are similarthe Bushmen, Australians, and southern Californians live in deserts, the Negritoes in rain forests, and the Fuegians in a cold, rainy area-but because the
nature of the game and therefore of their subsistence problem is the same in
each case.
Other societies having about the same technological equipment
may exhibit other social patterns because the environments differ to the extent
that the cultural adaptations must be different. For example, the Eskimo use
bows, spears, traps, containers and other widespread technological devices, but,
owing to the limited occurrence of fish and sea mammals, their population is
so sparse and co-operative hunting is so relatively unrewarding that they are
usually dispersed in family groups. For a different but equally compelling reason
the Nevada Shoshoni . were also fragmented into family groups. In the latter
case, the scarcity of game and the predominance of seeds as the subsistence
basis greatly restricted economic co-operation and required dispersal of the society into fairly independent family groups.
In the examples of the primitive hunting, gathering, and fishing
societies, it is easy to show that if the local environment is to be exploited by
means of the culturallyderived techniques, there are limitations upon the size
and social composition of the groups involved. When agricultural techniques
are introduced, man is partially freed from the exigencies of hunting and
gathering, and it becomes possible for considerable aggregates of people to live
together. Larger aggregates, made possible by increased population and settled
communities, provide a higher level of sociocultural integration, the nature of
which is determined by the local type of sociocultural integration. . . .
The adaptative processes we have described are phperly designated
ecological. But attention is directed not simply to the human community as part
of the total web of life but to such cultural features as are affected by the adaptations. This in turn requim that primary attention be paid only to relevant envimnmental featuresrather than to the web of life for its own sake. Only those features
to which the local culture ascribes importance need be considered.

..

The Method of Cultural Ecology
Although the c p c e p t of environmental adaptation underlies all
cultural ecology, the proceduies must take into account the complexity and
level of the culture. It makesda great deal of difference whether a community
consists of hunters and gatherers who subsist independently by their own efforts
or whether it is an outpost of a wealthy nation, which exploits local mineral
wealth and is sustained by railroads, ships, or airplanes. In advanced societies,

the nature of the culture core will be determined by a complex technologyand

by productive arrangements which themselves have a long cultural history.
Three fundamental procedures of cultural ecology are as follows:
First, the interrelationship of exploitative or productive technology
and environment must be analyzed. This technology includes a considerable
part of what is often called "material culturef but all features may not be of equal
importance. In primitive societies, subsistence devices are basic: weapons and
instruments for hunting and fishing; containers for gathering and storing food;
transportational devices used on land and water; sources of water and fuel; and,
in some environments, means of counteractingexcessive cold (clothing and housing) or heat. In more developed societies, agriculture and henling techniques
and manufacturing of crucial implements must be considered. In an industrial
world, capital and cmdit arrangements, trade systems and the like are crucial.
Sociallyderivedneeds-special tastes in foods, more ample housing and cloth.
ing, and a great variety of appurtenancesto living-become increasingly important in the productive arrangement as culture develops; and yet these originally
were probably more often effects of basic adaptations than causes.
Relevant environmental features depend upon the culture. The simpler cultures are more directly conditioned by the environment than advanced
ones. In general, climate, topography, soils, hydrography, vegetational cover,
and huna are crucial, but some features may be more important than others.
The spacing of water holes in the desert may be vital to a nomadic seedgathering people, the habits of game will affect the way hunting is done, and
the kinds and seasons of fish runs will determine the habits of riverine and
coastal tribes.
Second, the behavior patterns involved in the exploitation of a particular area by means of a particular technology must be analyzed. Some subsistence patterns impose very n a m limits on the general mode of life ofthe people,
while others allow considerable latitude. The gathering of wild vegetable products is usually done by women who work alone or in small groups. Nothing is
gained by co-opetation and in fact women come into competition with one
another. Seed-gatherers, therefore, tend to fragment into small groups unless their
resources are very abundant. Hunting, on the other hand, may be eiher an individual or a collective project, and the nature of hunting societies is determined
by cultutally prescribed devices for collective hunting as well as by the species.
When surtounds, grassaring, corrals, chutes, and other co-operative methods
are employed, the take per man may be much greater than what a lone hunter
could bag. Similarly, if circumstances permit, fishing may be done by groups of
men using dams, weirs, traps, and nets as well as by individuals.
The use of these more complex and frequently co-operative techniques, however, depends not only upon cultural history-ir., invention and
diffusion-which makes the methods available but upon the environment and
its flora and fauna. Deer cannot be hunted advantageously by surrounds,
whereas antelope and bison may k t be hunted in this way. Slashand-burn
farming in tropical rain forestsrequirej comparatively little coaperation in that
a few men clear the land after which-their wives plant and cultivate the crops.
Dry farming may or may not be coaperative; and irrigation farming may run
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the gamut of enterprises of ever-increasingsize based on collective construction
of waterworks.
The exploitative patterns not only depend upon the habits concerned in the direct production of food and of goods but upon facilities for
the people to the source of supply or the goods to the people.
waterraft have been a major factor in permitting the growth of settlements
beyond what would have been possible for a foot people. Among all nomads,
the horse has had an almost revolutionary effect in promoting the growth of
large bands.
The third procedure is to ascertain the extent to which the behavior
patterns entailed in exploiting the environment affect other aspects of culture.
- Although technology and environment prescribe that certain things must be
done in certain ways if they are to be done at all, the extent to which these
activities are functionally tied to other aspects of culture is a purely empirical
problem. I have shown elsewhere . that the occurrence of patrilineal bands
among certain hunting peoples and of fragmented fimiIies among the Western
Shoshoni is closely determined by their subsistence activities, whereas the Carrier Indians are known to have changed from a composite hunting band to a
society based upon moieties and inherited statuses without any change in the
nature of subsistence. In the irrigation areas of early civilizations . the
sequence of sociopolitical forms or cultural cores seems to have been very similar despite variation in many outward details or secondary features of these cultures. If it can be established that the productive arrangements permit great
latitude in the sociocuItural type, then historical influences may explain the
particular type found. The problem is the same in considering modern industrial civilizations. The question is whether industrialization allows such latitude that political democracy, communism, state socialism, and perhaps other
forms are equally possible, so that strong historical influences, such as diffused
ideology-e.g., pmpaganda-may supplant one type with another, or whether
each type represents an adaptation which is specific to the area.
The third procedure requires a genuinely holistic approach, for if
such factors as demography, settlement pattern, kinship structures, land tenure,
land use, and other key cultural features are considered separately, their interrelationships to one another and to the environment cannot be grasped. Land
use by means of a given technology permits a certain population density. The
clustering of this population will depend partly upon where resources occur and
upon transportational devices. The composition of these clusters will be a function of their size, of the nature of subsistence activities, and of culturalhistorical factors. The ownership of land or resources will reflect subsistence
- activities on the one hand and the composition of the group on the other, Warfare may be related to the complex of factors just mentioned. In some cases, it
may arise out of cornpetid% for resources and have a national character. Even
when fought for individual~onorsor religious purposes, it may serve to nucleate settlements in a way that must be related to subsistence activities.
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The Methodological Place of Cultural Ecology
Cultural ecology has been described as a methodological tool for
ascertaining how the adaptation of a culture to its environment may entail certain changes. In a larger sense, the problem is to determine whether similar
adjustments occur in similar envitonments. Since in any given environment,
culture may develop through a succession of very unlike periods, it is sometimes
pointed out that environment, the constant, obviously has no relationship to
culturai type. This difficultydisappears, however, if the level of sociocultural
integration represented by each period is taken into account. Cultural types,
therefore, must be conceived as constellations of core features which arise out
of environmental adaptations and which represent similar levels of integration.
Cultural diffusion, of course, always operates, but in view of the
seeming importance of ecological adaptations its role in explaining culture has
been greatly overestimated. The extent to which the large variety of world cultures can be systematized in categories of types and explained through crossculturat regularities of developmental process is purely an empirical matter.
Hunches arising out of comparative studies suggest that there are many regularities which can be formulated in terms of similar levels and similar adaptations.

Note
1.

New 1nternatio.nd Dictio~Ty(2nd ed., unabridged, 1950).
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